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PROJECT:  3-D Constellation Model

 Constellation Project Constellation Project
                 * step 1 * 

 Star Name Star Name          
      (& symbol)  

 * Choose a Constellation: Auriga, Bootes, Cygnus, Gemini, Leo, Orion, Pegasus, Scorpius, Taurus, and Ursa Major.
 * Step 1 of your constellation project is to fill in the data table below for 10-12 stars in your constellation.  

  Star Location  Star Location   
          RA         Dec  

  Star Distance  Star Distance   
       (light years)

     Star Trivia      Star Trivia 
  (size, color, brightness, etc.)



      * Step 2 of your constellation project is to find the definition for each of the10 terms below.  
      * These are words that you will come across when researching cool facts about your constellation.

1. ASTERISM

2. LIGHT YEAR 

3. RIGHT ASCENSION

4. DECLINATION

5. CELESTIAL SPHERE

6. CIRCUMPOLAR CONSTELLATIONS

7. MESSIER OBJECTS

8. BINARY STAR

9. ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE

10. APPARENT MAGNITUDE
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 Constellation Project Constellation Project
                 * step 3 * 

RA

Dec

Light years distance scale

‘stars’
ORION
   cool facts:
   1.
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.

 * Step 3 of your constellation project is to construct a 3-d model of your constellation.  
 * Helpful materials: a shoe box (or similar), beads (for stars), glue stick (attach cool info), string or wire, scissors
 * Examples of successful projects from past years are shown below:

  Logan O’Brien used an 
empty copy paper box and 
some beads to produce a 
very cool 3-d constellation.
  Notice how he has the 
stars (beads) matching the
outline of the constellation 
at the back of the box.
   The light-year grid on 
the bottom of the box 
shows how far away each 
star is.
   The outside of Logan’s 
box was covered with cool 
information that he found 
while researching the 
constellation “Scorpius”. 
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 Constellation Project Constellation Project
       * General Instructions * 

 * The Constellation Project is due ____________________.  
 * Science teachers will be available after school to help you with your project if you need help.
 * Project steps are listed below: 

STEP ONE:  Reasearch

1. You will either choose or be assigned a constellation to research. Use our website (www.earthsciencedms.net)
to look at teacher provided resource links. You will be able to find cool information about your constellation.

2. Your first task will be to use the internet resource links or library books to find lots of cool information about
your constellation. You must first find out about the stars that make up your constellation. You will need to
determine their location and record the celestial coordinates (RA, dec). In addition, list the star’s color, type,
magnitude, temperature, and distance. You will also research the legend or story behind your constellation.

3. You will record all of this information onto your “Constellation Project (part 1)” sheet. This sheet will be
graded on the accuracy of your information and on the neatness of your work. 

STEP TWO:  Vocabulary

1. Find and write definitions for the ten terms on the “Constellations Project (part 2)” sheet.

STEP THREE:  Your 3D Constellation model

Materials:
    *  shoe box with lid
    * small beads (for stars)
    * nylon fishing string or thin wire
    * your science textbook (look at the illustration on page 493)
    * tape, glue stick (hot glue gun if you have one)
    * black construction paper (for the “deep space background” beyond your stars)
    * scissors or boxcutter to cut out a window into your box in order to view the constellation from another angle! 

Ideas for the sides of your 3-D constellation box:
    * illustrate the asterism (figure, animal, etc) of your constellation. For example, Orion is the “hunter”.
    * tell about the history or story behind your constellation.
    * describe what time of year we can see your constellation in the night sky.

Timeline:
    * You have two weeks to complete this project.
    * Obtain needed materials on the first weekend, and work on your project the following week (Sept17-23).
    * Complete your project over the second weekend (Sept. 24-26)
    * Remember: This constellation project is due Wednesday, September 28.
     


